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2019 OK
Stephen Altman
Is that what’s in store for
our species? Granted, there’s no
knowing how long humankind
will be around. (Climate change?
What climate change?) But as
NASA Chief Scientist Jim Green
told the same Planetary Defense
gathering, “It’s not a matter of if;
it’s only a matter of when.”
Right now, scientists have
identified more than 90 percent
of the asteroids that are close
enough to our planet and large
enough (about a kilometer, or
.6 miles) to destroy us all. None
of these asteroids is expected to
bang into Earth in the foreseeable
future. Then again, “more than 90
percent” does leave us with some
asteroids we’re not so sure about,
doesn’t it?
Now, just when big flying
space rocks catch your attention
and you’re sitting down to write
about them, another article appears, this one in the New York Times, reminding you
that there’s a supervolcano under Yellowstone National Park.
The Times writer, Bryan Walsh, called the Yellowstone supervolcano “an 8 out
of 8 on the Volcanic Explosivity Index.” (I didn’t even know there was a Volcanic
Explosivity Index.) The last time the Yellowstone supervolcano erupted was 640,000
years ago. It’s about due—give or take 100,000 years—to erupt again. According
to the European Science Foundation, Walsh wrote, if the Yellowstone supervolcano
were to blow, it would be “the greatest catastrophe since the dawn of civilization.”
Civilization? I have news for you. The cosmos don’ know nothin’ ’bout no
civilization. If there’s one truly impressive thing about natural calamities, it’s the
utter indifference of nature to who gets whacked and who doesn’t. The Roman city of
Pompeii undoubtedly had some virtuous citizens and some not so virtuous, but when
Vesuvius erupted in 79 C.E. and buried the populace under 20 feet of volcanic ash,
there was no sorting done.
Which brings to mind a moment in the western movie Unforgiven when Clint
Eastwood is about to blow Gene Hackman’s head off. Hackman says, “I don’t deserve
this.” (Actually, he does, but no matter.) Eastwood squints down at him over the sights
of his Spencer 1860 carbine and says, “Deserve’s got nothin’ to do with it.”
In a sense—in a cosmic sense—he’s right. Maybe you don’t “deserve” to get
blown away in a planetary catastrophe. But then again, who among us “deserved”
to be born? We’re all just skating on good fortune. Before you and I could make our
appearances on Earth, inconceivable spans of time and circumstance had to unfold just
so. And for us to be here right now—with mornings here in town growing cooler and
even more lovely at summer’s end—Asteroid 2019 OK had to miss!
So feel free to ask me how my day is going. How is yours?
PHOTO COURTESY PIXABAY

S

o how’s your day going? I
had an uncle who used to
greet friends with that question. If you said, “Fine!” he’d say,
“That’s what you think.”
I thought of him over breakfast one morning late in July. It
was already sweltering outside,
and I was in no hurry to go work
in the garden. But the news on
my laptop was all bad. If my
uncle had been there to ask me
how my day was going, I’d have
said something like, “Not great,
but at least we’re not about to be
struck by an asteroid.”
And he’d have said, “That’s
what you think.”
He would not have been
far off. As it happens, “not far
off” would also have described
a chunk of space rock more than
300 feet wide called Asteroid
2019 OK—an object that
scientists call a “city killer”—which had just whizzed past Earth a mere one-fifth the
distance from here to the moon. It was traveling 54,000 miles an hour.
So while, hereabouts, we’d all been fretting over the late-July heat, the Big Heat
was headed our way, and it just missed.
The last time an asteroid about the size of 2019 OK hit Earth was the Tunguska
event, in June 1908. That one struck a sparsely populated area of Siberia. The explosion leveled nearly 800 square miles of forest. Better there, I guess, than Mexico City
or Paris. But still.
The worrisome part is that an asteroid of that size—capable of obliterating, say,
Jefferson, Berkeley, and Morgan counties combined—could virtually sneak up on us.
That’s what 2019 OK did. Scientists hadn’t even noticed the asteroid till about a week
or so before it got close. “Information about its size and path was announced just
hours before it rocketed past Earth,” one scientist told the Washington Post.
Which is not to imply there’s much we could have done if we’d known. There’s
no technology currently deployable that can reliably destroy an asteroid or alter its
path toward Earth. Scientists are working on the problem, even trading ideas at events
like the International Academy of Aeronautics’ Planetary Defense Conference. But we
ain’t, as they say, there yet.
Should we be worried? Bill Nye, “the Science Guy,” who nowadays is CEO of
the nonprofit Planetary Society, spoke at the 2019 Planetary Defense Conference
back in May. “The Earth is going to get hit with another [big] asteroid,” Nye said.
“The problem is, we don’t know when. It’s a very low probability in anyone’s
lifetime, but it’s a very high-consequence event. If it happens, it would be like
control-alt-delete for everything.”
I take that to mean—at the least—back up your files!
That said, if there’s any consolation to be found here, it’s that planet-altering
asteroid impacts are rare. Yet I do think about the dinosaurs. The asteroid that wiped
them out is estimated to have measured 9 miles across and to have been cruising
through space at a brisk 45,000 miles an hour. I can picture two Tyrannosaurus Rex
running into each other in the swamps one ordinary morning about 65 million years
ago. One T-Rex says to the other, “How’s your day going?” The other one says,
“Fine!” And the first one says, “That’s what you th—”

Stephen Altman can be reached at shepherdstown.gnp@gmail.com. He relied on
space.com for its coverage of the 2019 Planetary Defense Conference, including the
quotes from Bill Nye and Jim Green.
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On the Towpath With Helen Burns
Claire Stuart

Ranger Stephanie Siemek and Helen Burns
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A

t 90, Helen Burns does some of the things you
might expect ladies of her age to do. She has
made quilts, and she enjoys reading, going out
to lunch with friends, and meeting with the Presbyterian
Women’s Circle. But that’s not all she does. Last year,
Burns met her goal of walking (in increments) the
length of the C&O Canal Towpath.
The towpath runs 184.5 miles from Cumberland,
Maryland, to Washington, D.C.
Beginning after her 88th birthday in May 2017,
Burns planned to complete the walk by her 89th.
Unfortunately, weather delayed the finish until June 25,
2018, so she missed her May 13 birthday by several
weeks. Her husband, John, arranged to have someone
from the National Park Service meet her at the end and
present her with a certificate.
Burns says that John doesn’t walk as much as he did
in the past, but he keeps tabs on her by cell phone when
she is walking. Friends Rie Wilson and Monica Raffle
accompanied her on the last leg of her canal walk.
Burns reports that she has always been a walker.
Born in the rural community of Clyde, Ohio, she recalls

Monica Raffle, Stephanie Siemek, Helen Burns, and Rie Wilson

Burns’s C&O Towpath certificate

that her family always walked when she was growing
up: “I walked with my parents every Sunday—we
walked around on local farms.”
She and John went walking with friends in rural
England, including an inn-to-inn weeklong walking
tour of the Cotswolds in 2013, where they walked 5
to 7 miles a day. She’s been to Alaska twice and did
some walking there. She has walked along the sea in
the Netherlands, where she observed, “I thought I was
walking fast until someone whizzed by me. There were
lots of old people with their canes and sticks! They
walk everywhere.”
The Burns were living in Silver Spring, Maryland,
and were looking for a place to retire. They were
vacationing in Canaan Valley, West Virginia, where
they have a home. Burns likes it there because she
doesn’t like heat. “I saw frost in June,” she laughed,
“so I thought it was a good place.” But they wanted to
be closer to Washington, D.C. On the way home, they
passed through Shepherdstown, fell in love with the
town, and moved here in 2003.
On and off for many years, Burns has enjoyed
walking on the towpath. She pulled out a well-worn
copy of Hiker’s Guide to the C&O Canal, a publication
of the Boy Scouts of America that has served her well.
Most of her hikes are 5 to 6 miles long. She loves the
towpath because it’s beautiful in all seasons, it’s wellmaintained, and the surface is smooth gravel. There is
some energy involved in walking, she notes: “It looks
like a flat walk, but it isn’t really flat. It follows the
river, and the river isn’t on flat ground.”
Burns started marking off the places she’d been.
“I got as far as White’s Ferry,” she says. “Years ago, I
walked from D.C. to Point of Rocks. I took it up again,
and I worked my way toward Dams Four and Five.”
Burns says that she has been walking with Rie
Wilson since moving to Shepherdstown. “Rie and I
walk at the same pace.” Says Wilson, “I had the pleasure of walking with Helen on several of her segments
on the canal. A few times we had only one car, so we

parked, walked a few miles, and then retraced our
steps back to the car. Most times Helen seemed to have
more energy than I did, and she’s 18 years my senior!
We never ran out of things to talk about. Helen is one
of the brightest people I know, and I count her among
my dearest friends.”
It is sometimes a challenge to find access to the
towpath, often from country roads. Around Dams Four
and Five, the roads have been changed and maps are out
of date. The western portion of the towpath is the most
difficult. It is harder to find access points as you go west,
and the distance between access points gets greater. The
hikes are longer and there is no cell phone service.
The biggest problem, Burns explains, is that if you
want to walk from one point to another, the distance is
doubled if you have to walk back to your starting point
to return to your vehicle. Burns did quite a bit of the
path walking alone, so as she got to the western portion,
she started using shuttle services so that she only had
to hike in one direction. Several commercial enterprises
operate shuttles. “You meet them at the end point of the
hike and they take you back to the beginning.”
Asked about her next challenge now that she has
completed her goal on the towpath, Burns replied, “To
stay healthy!” Walking is a steady exercise, she says,
and she tries to eat right. She also credits her good genes
for longevity—her mother lived to 94, one grandmother
to 103, and another into her 90s.
Now, Burns says, she can just walk for pleasure
without having to do so much planning. She belongs
to an informal walking group, with anywhere from
two to eight people who go walking along the towpath
every Tuesday.
Burns often walked alone. When asked if she was
afraid, Wilson says, “I heard her reply that she could die
out on the trail or sitting on a couch at home. It wasn’t a
morbid reply; it was the great attitude of Helen Burns.”
Claire Stuart writes regularly for the Good News Paper.
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Becoming a Village in Shepherdstown
Carol Marujo

PHOTOS BY NAN BROADHURST

I

n The Senior Cohousing Handbook, author Charles
Durrett writes, “Cohousing is not a commune…. It
is simply a functional neighborhood that works.”
Right now, the members of Shepherdstown’s Shepherd
Village, the first cohousing community in West Virginia,
are busily creating just that—a neighborhood that works.
Kay Schultz, a member of Shepherd Village, said,
“The vision began when a group of people who knew
each other asked, ‘Wouldn’t it be nice if we could grow
old together?’”
Most of those people are already living in their new
homes, and all the homes are completed. “We are at
the conclusion of our six-year development phase and
are launching our living together phase,” said Schultz.
“Some remaining development projects, such as the
community garden and landscaping, will take longer.
The challenges now are mostly about identifying and
solving problems together.”
Cohousing began in Denmark, where people
searching for better ways to live together built housing
that provided the privacy of individual homes with
the advantages of community living. The key was to
design communities with extensive shared facilities that
promoted social interaction. Various designs accommodated the needs of different groups: urban, rural, young
families, multigenerational, or seniors.
Typically, a small group began to plan together,
developed a shared vision, and drew others in. As they
worked together, some people left and others arrived. By
working together through the planning and developing
stages, community ties began to form, even before the
first homes were finished. The cohousing model spread
through Europe and is becoming an established alternative in the United States.
The early visionaries of Shepherd Village hired
Charles Durrett and Kathryn McCamant, the authors
of the book, Cohousing, as consultants. Speaking of
those early years, Shultz said, “Managing the business
of the organization was something we needed to learn
how to do. We were really helped by Katie’s and
Chuck’s experience.”
Nan and Marty Broadhurst joined the group in the
early stage. “We started doing workshops together with
Katie and Chuck and got our feet on the ground,” Nan
said. “The workshops gave us a lot of experience working together. We did the work of designing our homes
and common areas.”
She added, “We have a diversity of political and
religious views, but we reached agreement on the values
that would guide us: community, environmental sustainability, affordability, accessibility, and integration into
the life of the town.”
Steve and Marcy Bartlett, more recent members of
Shepherd Village, shared their observations of the challenges. “A lot of things we never could have predicted
popped up, such as storm water management and the
difficulty of excavating basements in karst geology,”

Shepherd Village neighbors enjoy a summer cookout at their common house.

said Steve. “If you can deal with surprises, you are
really doing well.”
“We have some loose ends and some issues to
work through, which can be hard at times,” Marcy
added. “For example, at the same time as becoming
neighbors, many of us are also dealing with major life
changes of a personal nature: retirement, downsizing
our homes, moving, aging. These stresses are part of
the adjustments that affect us. Nonetheless, we are
starting to realize our future for a graceful, living
community. In general, we have trust that we will
get there.”
Schultz shared more thoughts on the group’s current
process: “Many of us have lived in situations with more
privacy and more control over decisions than what we
have here. This change requires an adjustment to collective decision-making. We make the decisions that are
most important by agreement of the whole village, while
we delegate a lot of authority for less critical decisions
to the various teams. This process requires a commitment to the common good and has served us well. An
essential element is the level of trust.”
A few people mentioned that when certain skills
were needed, a person with those skills showed up:
architecture, engineering, finance, graphic design, and
development experience.
Schultz described the construction phase. “We were
the developer, and Panhandle Builders and Excavating
was our builder. We hired Tom Greenawalt as our owners’ construction manager, and he worked closely with
our Construction Interface Team, led by our member
Greg Welter.”
Nan Broadhurst reflected on where Shepherd
Village is today. “The starting up phase is much more
challenging than the later phase will be, when we
have become settled,” she said. “We are learning how
to get the work done. Learning to use consensus for
decision-making is a challenge too. Individually, we are
in various stages of transitioning, and it can be messy as
well as fun—building camaraderie. I feel we are coming
out on top.”

Landscaping takes a lot of energy, but soon residents will
be settled into their new homes. From left: Charlotte BakerSchenk, Kay Schultz, Phillip Post, Andy Privee, Jennifer
Privee, and Donna Yaros.

The Bartletts agreed. “We are having some common
meals together and learning how to accommodate different dietary needs,” Marcy said. “We are figuring out
how to deal with the recycling and trash. When everyone knows what the expectations are, it will be better.
We keep in mind that we can change and improve. As
time goes on, what we need to do will become clear, and
we will have a plan to get it done.”
Looking to the future, Schultz said, “The town
leadership was so receptive, so welcoming of our
project. Mayor Auxer did not want us to be an isolated
gated community and neither did we. We were attracted
to Shepherdstown and purchased land here because of
the town’s character, richness, beauty, and the nearby
Potomac. The moving, settling in, and landscaping are
taking a lot of our energy now. But we want to contribute to the town, and the town is very interested in the
relationship with us.”
Shepherd Village is indeed becoming a village…
in Shepherdstown.
Carol Marujo is a retired psychologist and travel
writer who loves meeting people with interesting life
experiences and telling their stories. She returned to the
U.S. after 15 years of living in Costa Rica, mostly to be
closer to her family, and considers landing in Shepherd
Village to be an amazing stroke of good luck.
G O O D N E W S P A P E R • FA L L 2 0 1 9
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Jared’s Edsel, Johnny’s Amoco,
and Midcentury Shepherdstown
Tom Conant

J

from vintage socks and clocks, to guitars
and…well, read on).
So when Jared, one day last March,
announced his latest acquisition—a 1959
Ford Edsel Ranger—I should not have
been surprised that he purchased it on
eBay. (Some 5 million cars have been
sold through eBay Motors.) Jared had
been stalking the website’s classifieds
for a classic Edsel for several months
before the ’59 Ranger, more or less fully
restored, came up for sale. How could
he resist? For Jared, the culmination of a
yearlong, midlife, midcentury makeover
was at hand—this would surely be his
coup de coupe.
A couple of weeks later, on the day
of delivery, I joined him in his driveway
and first set eyes on this magnificent,
chrome-clad beast. Restored to its
original two-tone “Mist Green” and
“Jade Glint” and proudly leading with
its distinctive “horse collar” grille, the
Ranger looked very much at home on
the Scheerer estate. The ’59 Edsel coupe
was classified as a “midsize sedan,” but
midsize in the 50’s seems very much
outsize today. At 17 and a half feet, stem
to stern, with a beam of six and a half,
this boat weighs in at
just under 3,500 pounds,
rockin’ and rollin’ on
a 10-foot wheelbase.
Powered by a 292 Ford
V-8 Y-block, Jared’s
Edsel is a prodigious
driving machine.
Later that day, the
new arrival attracted the
attention of an elderly
neighbor astride a lawn
tractor, who puttered
over to get a closer
look. “Wow—an Edsel!”
Johnny’s Amoco, ca.1983. Foreground: Harry Shanholtz’s
exclaimed the oldtimer.
1956 Ford Crown Vic.
“Johnny Thompson’s
gonna wanna getta look at this.” Johnny
of furniture—Broyhill Brasilia dressThompson, age 72, was for over 20
ers, Angel Pazmino chairs, a Pearsall
years the owner, proprietor, and chief
couch and coffee table. Some pieces are
mechanic of Johnny’s Amoco, located
originals, others reproductions, but each
on the southeast corner of Princess
and every item was browsed and bought
on eBay. (Jared buys everything on eBay, and High Streets, now home to the
Blue Moon Café. His dad, John E.
PHOTO BY HALI TAYLOR
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ared Scheerer is arguably
Shepherdstown’s leading graphic
designer and has been for over
three decades. Of course, I may be
biased—Jared is my co-founder in Studio
105, our “boutique” marketing communications firm, as well as the new Gallery
at 105, co-located at 105 South Princess
Street in town. After 20 years of working
with Jared, I continue to be surprised and
delighted by his signature style, whether
applied to our commercial work or his
personal art. Sometimes offbeat, often
humorous, always original, Jared’s talent
and skill for imaginative design extends
far beyond the computer screen or the
printed page. This point was driven home
for me when, a couple of years ago, he
inherited the Scheerer family home on
the outskirts of Shepherdstown.
Over the course of a year, Jared
transformed the late-60s red brick split
level into a showcase for American
midcentury modern design. After emptying the house of all old furnishings and
opening up the floor plan a bit, Jared
set about remodeling the entire house
in midcentury modern style, room by
room. He carefully handpicked each item

Jared Scheerer and his ’59 Ford Edsel Ranger

Thompson, purchased the service station
from Upton Martin in the early ’50s.
According to Johnny Thompson, Upton
Martin was quite the innovator.
“I heard he got into some kind of
quarrel with the electric company,”
recalls Thompson, “Guess he decided
he could do without them.” Taking a
cue from Shepherd’s Mill just down the
block, Upton reached out to the Fitz
Water Wheel Company, manufacturers
of the 40-foot steel overshot wheel that
powered the grist mill throughout the late
19th and early 20th centuries.
“The Town Run ran right through
and under the service station. I guess
Upton figured that if it could power that
big old grist mill, surely it could power
his garage,” says Thompson. “So he got
ahold of his own Fitz Water Wheel—a

smaller version, of course—and rigged it
to a generator in the back of the garage.”
Thus came into being the first, and to
this day only, micro-hydroelectric plant
in Shepherdstown. Imagine that—a gas
station dispensing fossil fuel, going off
the grid in the 1940s, long before it was
cool to be off the grid.
At age 22, Johnny Thompson
purchased the station from his dad, and
added a two-bay garage on the side
and a two-story family home in back.
Thompson quickly built a reputation for
“building and fixing anything,” and his
skill and ingenuity as an auto mechanic
and restorer kept Johnny’s Amoco thriving for the next 25 years.
“Back in the ’60s, there were seven
service stations in or just outside of town,“
recalls Thompson. ”Plenty of competition.

Look for Jared’s Edsel parked across from the Gallery at 105 on weekends.

“Then the years rolled by, and Bob
decided he wanted to give the truck to
his grandson,” recalls Thompson. “So
one day the grandson shows up—this
must have been the late ’70s—takes
a look at the truck, still in pieces, and
well, he didn’t want any part of it.
Then Bob calls me and says, ‘Johnny,
if you want the truck, the title is yours.’
Bowled me over sideways!”
Over the next few years, Thompson
managed to cobble together the parts,
both found and fabricated, to eventually
get the ’36 back on the road. In the early
2000s, Johnny learned that Borden and

grandson, now a grown man, greeted
Johnny Thompson for a second time, and
gave the ’36 Ford a long and admiring
second look.

his wife, Catherine, had moved into
assisted living in Winchester. He got an
idea: “That inspired me to get the truck
finished and all spruced up, and I drove
her on down there. Went up to Bob’s
room and he was pretty excited to see
me. Told him I had something to show
him, then wheeled him outside,” says
Thompson. “And when he sees the truck,
why his whole face just lit up. And he got
up out of that chair and into the truck and
we took off down the road, both of us
laughing our heads off!”
It wasn’t until 2015, at Borden’s
funeral in Winchester, that Borden’s

A final note by the author
Part of the motivation for writing this
story is my appetite for sweet irony. Jared
Scheerer, my sidekick in the marketing
communications racket for over 20 years,
has shared the challenge of creating and
implementing strategies for positively
positioning companies, products, and
services in the marketplace and creating
the verbal and visual alchemy to make
them successful. That Jared would seek
to own an ill-fated Ford Edsel, widely
disparaged as the “Titanic of automobiles” and “the worst marketing disaster
of the century,” a name synonymous to
this day with words like “boondoggle”
and “flop”—this was an opportunity I
found too delicious to ignore. And as
Jared points out, “Marketing aside, the
Edsel is actually a beautiful and wellmade car.” A sentiment echoed by ace
mechanic Johnny Thompson: “The Edsel
was a great car. Happy to see one back in
town again.”

PHOTO COURTESY BLUE MOON CAFÉ

So with a family of five to feed, I took
a second job with the town for the next
dozen years or so, doing anything and
everything that was needed: plant maintenance, mechanics, construction. Then
I’d work the garage in the evenings. That
pretty much wore me out.”
So this past July, when Jared called
and invited him to “come take a look at
the Edsel,” Thompson’s initial reluctance
was understandable. ”Folks are still after
me to work on their cars, and I wanna
say yes, but my wife and my back say
no.” When Jared explained that he wasn’t
really looking for a mechanic, that the
car ran just fine, and he just thought
Thompson might want to check out an
old, rare bird, Thompson was relieved.
“Yes indeed,” he affirmed. “I do wanna
see that Edsel.”
And as it turned out, Thompson
was eager to introduce Jared to his
own prized possession, a rescued and
restored 1936 Ford pickup. So one midsummer morning Jared and Thompson
and the two Fords met up, solely for
mutual admiration and to share some
personal and automotive history.
“Bob Borden, who had a farm along
Trough Road, got the truck from the
American Ice Company in D.C., and
for a few years his son used it to deliver
newspapers,” says Thompson. “Then it
kinda fell to pieces, and in the 1990s, he
hauled it up to my garage, asked me to
work on it whenever I could, which I did
from time to time.”

PHOTO BY JARED SCHEERER
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The service station at Princess and High Streets, before it became Johnny’s Amoco. Photo ca. early 1930s.

Tom Conant is a 40-year resident of
Jefferson County, and co-founder, with
business partner Jared Scheerer, of
Studio 105 and the Gallery at 105, on
Princess Street in Shepherdstown, just
up the street from Johnny’s Amoco (now
the Blue Moon Café). Conant lives in
Kearneysville in an old farmhouse with
his wife, Chad, who brings to life the
jazz band classics of the ’50s as the
celebrated band director at
Shepherdstown Middle School.
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ON FOOD

The Community Garden Market
Another Shepherdstown Nugget
Pat Hamilton
vegetables, grains, protein, and a variety
of canned and bottled goods make the
market a great option. What, then, makes
Community Garden Market so special?
It’s right there in its name: community.
Making the store a true
Shepherdstown destination is Anderson’s
goal. Customers will come in with a
recipe and ask what ingredients they
might substitute or whether the recipe is
a good one. With a chef’s eye, Anderson
works with the recipe and the ingredients in the market to make the dish

PHOTOS BY PAT HAMILTON
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he dictionary defines a nugget as
“a small lump of gold or other
precious metal ready-formed in
the earth or a valuable idea or fact.”
Nuggets abound in Shepherdstown:
theater, music, fine arts—and food. In
this case, the food nugget isn’t what you
might assume, but more a valuable idea,
something precious and almost, but not
quite, out of view.
The Community Garden Market is
tucked in a corner on South Princess
Street. At first glance, it gives the
appearance of a simple quick mart
in a small town. Many people might
remember the location as a deli, an ice
cream store, or a relocated farmers market. Now it’s not only a gem of a food
market but also the product of a wealth
of ideas, affection for the community,
and the return of a culture of eating
well. The ideas are those of a chef, a
neighbor, and a man who cares what
you eat.
Scott Anderson moved a lot as a
kid because his father worked for C&P
Telephone and was transferred every
three years or so. Early on, Anderson’s
mother and grandmother welcomed his
help in the kitchen, which kindled a
love for creating good food from whole
ingredients. Since then, his path to
Community Garden Market has passed
through Shepherd University’s food
service, the Hagerstown Herald Mail as
a food writer, work as a cooking teacher,
and involvement in West Virginia
University’s MedChefs at Jefferson
County Community Ministries. These
days, in his Saturday morning cooking
demonstrations for MedChefs, he uses
a combination of fresh food from the
farmers market and ingredients from the
ministries’ food pantry.
Drop into the market and you’ll
see some familiar organic products and
an array of local vegetables, meat, and
dairy products. This time of year, the
bounty of vegetables provides a wide
range of choices for customers. “Not
everyone can go to the farmers market on
Sunday,” Anderson explains, “so this is
a one-stop shop for folks, and for many,
it’s in walking distance.” Milk, butter,

Scott Anderson in the Community Garden
Market kitchen

Community Garden Market welcome
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come to life. “I’d like to think this is a
little European,” he says, “in that we
shop for what’s fresh today, and I am
able to help people turn it into a fun and
healthy dish.”
The food historian Bee Wilson
notes that the preponderance of food
choices, and far too many of them bad,
has made us slaves to the endless new
products marketers want us to eat. “We
are the first generation to be hunted by
what we eat,” she writes. Americans are
urged to consider quantity over quality
and how quickly the food might be
obtained and consumed.
To have a source of quality food
in a small place like Shepherdstown
is special. Frequent customer Hope
Snyder says that the market has the
freshest products in town. “Scott is
a terrific resource,” she said, “and it
makes me feel good to buy local, use
locally sourced products, and support
the store.”
Because the market can’t offer
in quantity like larger nearby grocery
stores, Anderson will take orders for

items you need. Even if you want a
product he doesn’t carry, he’ll try to find
it for you.
Mary Holland has a weekly standing order for her favorite dairy products.
She also purchases for take-home
meals some of Anderson’s nightly
made chicken salad, chili, hummus, or
whatever the day’s creation. Anderson
also makes sandwiches and salads by
request daily in the kitchen at the back
of the store. (See the menu on the Good
News Paper’s Facebook page.) Holland
declares that Anderson makes the best
BLTs ever.
The market also offers plenty of
healthy snacks and quick meal selections
for busy folks. Ushi Nottnagel says she
comes to the market not only for great
kale and lettuce but for the snacks and
chocolate too. “I love that I can walk
from Shepherd Village for a snack and
have something fresh for dinner that
night,” she says.
Anderson says his customers are varied: college students looking for healthier
choices over campus dining, folks from
Shepherd Village who appreciate the
short walk into town, and parents on their
way home from work making a quick
stop. Easy, open parking is an added convenience. The market accepts EBT (food
stamps) cards, giving everyone access to
healthy food.
Anderson keeps a careful eye on
price, acknowledging that many of
the products he carries can be more
expensive than the grocery store. He
emphasizes, though, that quality ingredients keep you full longer. Anderson
wants to help his customers build a new
relationship with food—one recipe, one
visit, one meal at a time. Community
Garden Market is a healthy nugget: a
place where the customer really does
come first.
Pat Hamilton enjoys writing about food
and all that it teaches you.
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Something’s Brewing
at the Bavarian Inn
Barbara Cupp

PHOTOS BY BRIANNA CUPP
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hepherdstown’s Bavarian Inn, looking for all the world like a slice
of Bavaria transplanted to West
Virginia, has been in operation for more
three decades. Erwin Asam, a native of
Munich, the heart of Bavaria, and his
wife, Carol, from Sheffield, England,
opened the inn in 1977. Ten years ago,
sons David and Christian Asam took over
the family business. Erwin and Carol
still live on the property—always nearby,
David says, to lend an opinion.
The big news this past year at the
Bavarian Inn has been the addition
of Bavarian Brothers Brewing. David
Asam is quick to note that the “Bavarian
Brothers” in the name does not refer
to him and Christian. “The name is
an homage to our ancestry,” he says.
“Two brothers, Egid Quirin and Cosmas
Damian Asam, were church builders in
Bavaria in the 18th century. Even today
their beautiful Asamkirche is one of the
most celebrated churches in Munich. On
the front door of the church is the star
symbol. We have adopted that symbol
for our brewery, as the Asam brothers
have been welcoming guests into their
churches since the early 1700s, and the
Asam family continues to welcome
guests into our family legacy today.”
Asam tells the story behind the
expansion. “Six years ago, we installed
our infinity edge swimming pool and
bar, Infinity 101. This was a real game
changer for us. Our guests’ average length
of stay in the summer went from one to
three nights. We were seeing younger
professionals and their families as our
guests. We also started to notice that our
Rathskeller, the casual dining space, was
packed nearly every night, while the
larger formal Potomac dining room would
sit half full. We needed to embrace the
changing desires of the world around us
and offer more casual options.”
Then came the aha moment.
“Christian and I were attending a tourism
conference, where the keynote speaker
was showcasing the huge boom in the
craft beer industry,” Asam says. “Almost
immediately, we looked at each other
and said, ‘We’re German; we should

David and Christian Asam

make beer!’ And thus, Bavarian Brothers
Brewing was formed.”
Construction began in 2018, and the
brewery has been open since January
of this year. “We currently are offering
seven selections,” Asam says. “Our goal
is to provide consistency and quality in
the brews we make. The style of beer
determines how long it takes to make. For
example, an ale can take about four weeks
from start to finish, stouts and porters
six to eight weeks, pilsners and lagers
12 to 14 weeks. This is why you do not
see many small breweries making lagers.
It takes up valuable real estate in the
fermenters that could be making twice the
quantity of another style in half the time.”
Asam says that naming the beers
has been an especially fun part of the
process. “Two of our favorite names are
an homage to my parents: Carol’s Royal
Stout, and Erwin’s Angry Ale, an IPA.”
Asam gives a lucky visitor a guided
tour of the fermenting room and the beermaking process. Nick Ledden, Steven
Perez, and brewer Harry Wright create
each batch from scratch from their own
recipes. The grains are freshly milled on
site and the process begins immediately.
Hops and malt are added near the end,

David Asam, Harry Wright, Steven Perez, and
Nick Ledden

based on the recipe. The three fermenters
can create up to 36 gallons, 70 gallons,
or 100 gallons, respectively. After each
batch is completed and stored in kegs, the
vats are then taken apart and completely
sanitized, right down to dismantling the
latches and hinges.
All the spent grain is recycled; it is
used either in cooking or for animal feed.
Nothing goes to waste. Even the plastic
kegs are recycled after use. The finished
product is stored in a refrigerated room,
and the insulated tube lines lead directly
from the keg to the tap, ensuring each
beer is poured at the correct temperature.
The large pub room has huge sliding glass doors leading to the outdoor
patio. In good weather, these doors
can be opened completely to join the
two spaces. To the left of the patio is
a garden, where the Asams grow hops
for the beer and herbs and tomatoes for
the restaurant. This garden isn’t large
enough to provide all the staples for the
inn, but the remainder is locally sourced
when possible.
“We have noticed a much younger
crowd coming to visit and enjoy the new
facilities,” Asam says. “Our target demographic was young professionals in their

late 30s to early 50s and their families.
With that said, I really want to emphasize
that everything our core clientele have
come to love over the past 42 years is
still 100-percent here. Now there are just
more options. The Potomac Room and
Rathskeller have not changed at all and
are ready to welcome guests in the same
manner as always.”
Even the food options have been
enhanced. “Our full dining menu is available for dinner in all locations,” Asam
explains. “However, we now also offer
the pub menu, which features creative
appetizers, small bites, seasonal salads,
and sandwiches for those looking for a
less formal dining experience.”
The new indoor pub area is used on
Sundays for the brunch buffet. Brunch
has long been a sellout event every
Sunday, and the expansion has allowed
for more seating. The views of the
Potomac River, the mountainside, and
the bridge across the river are the perfect
backdrop for an enjoyable visit.
Barbara Cupp loves life in the Eastern
Panhandle. She is half of the writing duo
NB Cupp (NBCupp.com).
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Over the Mountain for 30 Years
Ray Sibley
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bees, chickens, blueberries,
and raspberries and harvesting
mushrooms. Wohleber built his
house and studio from timber
that he harvested from his land
and milled himself. He started
making furniture from sticks and
native woods when he was 15.
He is known for specialty woodworking locally and still finds
time to make artwork and furniture for the Over the Mountain
Tour. One of his most recent
works was a wooden bench for a
neighbor’s mother, made from a
beautiful old white oak that had
been next to her house for most
of her life and was blown down
during a storm.
Another artist from Charles
Town, Liz Goins, was a middle
school art teacher for years and
found what she calls her “Zen”
by paper quilting and making cutpaper art. She also does repurposed book art that must be seen
to be believed. She still teaches
art classes and has won numerous
awards and accolades.
Tour co-founder Anne
Bowers lives in Kearneysville
and makes baskets from a variety of exotic and local materials. Her latest fascination
involves baskets woven onto wooden sticks in the
shape of seashells. The pattern is based on principles
from the mathematical Fibonacci sequence. When you
are in her shop watching her weave, you can see her
passion and her focus. When you drive up the gravel
driveway to her studio, you see her old yellow farmhouse with a big red barn, the home of someone who
obviously loves this land.
Ren and Pam Parziale, the other remaining cofounders of the tour, run Sycamore Pottery on Paynes
Farm Road on 20 acres of forest where they have lived
for over 50 years and where they raised four children.
They have made a living making pottery and stoneware
since they were in their early 20s. They still experiment
and push the boundary of their art.
These introductions are brief and give only a small
sample of what awaits you on the tour. You will visit
some of the most beautiful places and people who
produce some of the most wonderful artworks in our
county. This is our community on display. Don’t miss it.
PHOTO BY RAY SIBLEY
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ou can tell a good deal
about a community by its
art. It is said that if aliens
landed on earth, they would not
be very impressed by our knowledge of science or math but they
would be interested in our art.
The way we live, dress, shelter,
adorn ourselves, and tell our stories are the attributes that define
us as a community.
For the past three decades,
an organization of artists has
represented Jefferson County
well. The Over The Mountain
Studio Tour celebrates its 30th
anniversary this year. It is an
assemblage of 24 juried artists
and artisans who display their
work in Jefferson County twice
each year—once in the summer,
usually at the Shepherdstown
Community Club, and then again
for a big show in the fall. The
summer show is a smaller, more
intimate gathering of 10 or 12
of the artists and a sampling of
their work. The fall event will be
November 9 and 10 this year and
is the main event for the group,
not only exhibiting their work
Artist Tim Wohleber and his two boys, Elan and Liam
but opening their workplaces and
New artists have been juried into the tour over the
their studios to visitors.
years as the group has grown and evolved into what we
Studio tours have been around for centuries. The
see today. It is a collection of artists and their families,
Renaissance of the 15th and 16th century ushered in
community members we know as our neighbors, and
private patronage as the means of production for artambassadors for the kind of rural lifestyles that make
ists. Before then, in the Middle Ages, the centralized
West Virginia such a unique place.
church generally commissioned the art produced, and
Every year the tour creates a brochure sponsored
artists were confined to monasteries and the like. In
by the Jefferson Arts Council, the Jefferson County
the Renaissance, artists began to develop relationships
Chamber of Commerce, and the Jefferson County
with individual patrons, which loosened constraints on
Convention and Visitors Bureau, detailing an extensive
subject matter and style. Studios became places where
tour map that includes the addresses for at least nine or
the public could see the artist and apprentices at work
10 artists’ studios located throughout the county. Some
and commission them.
of the artists have studios that are inaccessible or are not
The Over the Mountain Studio tour was conceived
in 1989 and still includes three of its founding members: set up to receive visitors, so they temporarily combine
and show their work with other members. Therefore,
Anne Bowers, a basket maker, and Ren and Pam
each destination has at least two artisans and their work
Parziale, who create stoneware and clay pottery. Anne
on display.
tells the story of the founders sitting around brainstormTim Wohleber of Shepherdstown is an artist on the
ing ideas in the early days in search of a name for the
tour. Wohleber makes what he calls “twig” furniture.
group. One of their main goals was to get people to
He is an amazing woodworker as well as a stay-atcome over the mountains from the coast to visit the
home dad for two boys age four and seven, Liam and
studios of the artists in Jefferson County and see that
Elan. His wife is a speech therapist for the public
West Virginia was not the backwoods stereotype often
school system. He works an eight-acre farm with his
portrayed by outsiders. Hence the name, “Over the
boys, growing an extensive vegetable garden, raising
Mountain Studio Tour.”

Ray Sibley is a poet and teacher who lives in
Shepherdstown.
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Forty Years: The Good News Paper’s
Co-Founders Tell All
Ed Zahniser and Randall Tremba

S

hepherdstown’s Ed Zahniser and Randall Tremba
welcomed over 100 guests to the 40th Anniversary
celebration of the Good News Paper at Town Run
Tap House this past June 22. The paper’s two co-founders made brief remarks, excerpted here.

The genesis of the Good News Paper occurred in
the suburban Indianapolis home of my wife Christine
Duewel’s parents over Christmas holiday 1978. In
my notebook I devised the stacked logo (GOOD
SHEPHERDS GOOD TOWN GOOD NEWS PAPER)
that tops the front cover.
Shepherdstown was recently newspaperless, despite
historically having two newspapers. I knew too much
about newspapering to quit my day job. But back
in Shepherdstown, I showed the masthead to Pastor
Randall Tremba. He liked it too but didn’t see a newspaper in his future.
In spring 1979, Shepherdstown’s Richard Yates, MD,
challenged the Shepherdstown Ministerial Association
to conduct healing prayer services rotating among the
town’s churches. Doctrinal differences meant that some
churches couldn’t worship with other churches, but no
rule prevented congregations praying together.
Tremba thought to use the logo I’d devised for an
interchurch newsletter announcing the prayer services.
We produced a four-page, 11-by-17-inch first issue.
Mary Anne Kave typed up the articles. I pasted
them up on Christine’s and my big breadboard, using
my T-square. Artist and designer Bruce Geyman, our
East New Street neighbor, did a broad-nib pen drawing
of St. Peters Lutheran Church for the front cover. Ace
Printing Company in Martinsburg produced it.
From Church Newsletter to Quarterly Tabloid
Later we published a letter-size format, printing 1,000
copies. Before long, Tremba decided to expand coverage
and format with today’s folded tabloid. He also adopted
our “Free but not Cheap” motto from theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. The Good News Paper was launched. Our
Summer 2019 issue would be Number 480.
As former Maryland Congressman Gilbert Gude
documented in the late 1980s, the late 1970s and early
1980s in Shepherdstown saw an unusually ecumenical
era among the town churches. The overall Church
of Shepherdstown was then led by a combination of
young pastors and some beloved old pastors open to
working closely and innovatively together. This was
the closest Shepherdstown has ever come to being a
theocracy, a very benevolent theocracy. If you wanted
good things to happen, you would as likely approach the

PHOTO BY STEPHEN ALTMAN

Ed Zahniser

Ed Zahniser and Randy Tremba

Shepherdstown Ministerial Association with your idea
as go to the mayor and town council.
The Good News Paper fed on that ecumenical
outlook and was a cohesive influence as the town experienced significant change. It also fostered cultural and
literary happenings, documenting them between its covers. The organizing force behind 40 years of volunteer
journalism was Randall Tremba.

Randall Tremba

I arrived in Shepherdstown in January 1975, thinking I was passing through like a rolling stone with no
direction home. Church no longer felt like home. But
a devilish simple twist of fate put me into a temporary,
placeholder role for the Presbyterian Church while they
sought a real minister. A year later fate struck again. I
became that minister.
Soon most town churches had new ministers,
mostly young, eager to cultivate a beloved community,
“one church, eight congregations,” in a quirky village of
a town. Even the Catholic priest, Fr. Steve Staley, went
with our rather radical notion.
We agreed to publish one newsletter by and for our
congregations to express unity. We had no name for it,
but Ed Zahniser had shown me his playful, funky masthead. Can the ministerial association use this, I asked?
Sure, Ed said.
The first issue appeared in May 1979—1,000 copies
from Ace Printing distributed in each church that Sunday.
Someone in town waved a copy at me—“Don’t you
know not everybody in town goes to church? Why don’t
you put something in here besides church news, and
then you’ll really have something?” So we did.

The next issue began what Ed calls “the People
Magazine of Shepherdstown,” sent bulk mail to 10,000
mail boxes.
Not all were happy. I got complaints and criticisms.
One man wrote that, if this heretical commie liberal
rag showed up in his mailbox again, he’d sue me and
the ministerial association. Thinking myself a bridge
builder, I explained that with bulk mail the post office
could not skip mailboxes. If he didn’t want this rag,
he’d have to move far away. Soon he replied: “You can
keep the damn thing coming. I found a good use for it.
Liner for my cat’s litter box.”
Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize?
Few know that in 1982, Shepherdstown’s Quinnith
Jansen, who wrote for The National Enquirer,
nominated the Good News Paper for a Pulitzer Prize. A
month later, a letter from the Pulitzer Prize Board chairman commended the paper but denied its nomination.
To be eligible, publications must be at least
monthly. Ours was quarterly. I considered that a technicality, so I framed the chairman’s letter. I’m pretty
sure the Martinsburg Journal, Hagerstown Herald,
Shepherdstown Chronicle, Spirit of Jefferson, and
Observer don’t have Pulitzer Prize Board rejection letters.
We announced the GNP mission statement nearly
40 years ago: We aim to publish the best little good
news paper in the known world and give it away free
with the hope and a prayer that it will help cultivate
a community of love and goodwill among those who
fall under its good spell. As far as I can tell, it has
not changed.
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Behind the Scenes at
the Good News Paper
Randall Tremba

T

his modest experiment in cooperative community publishing called the Good News
Paper could not have succeeded—or lasted
40 years—without countless volunteers. We tried to
count our voluminous volunteers but could neither
count nor remember them all. I’ll name a few.
The most senior minister in the Shepherdstown
Ministerial Association is G.T. Schramm. Alex Shaw
is treasurer of the ministerial association and the
Good News Paper. Gary James of Specialty Printing
lent us our first typesetter, Nan Doss, who worked
with us for decades.
Greg Ward did early layout and design. Soon a
Shepherd college student, Melinda Schmitt, signed
on and has stayed. She’s now the paper’s senior
designer. Alan Balliet early took the Good News
Paper into digital layout with his Mac computer, to
be followed by Annabel Waite, and then Tom Conant
and Jared Scheerer of Studio 105. For the past 15
years, John Snyder’s HBP Inc. and its designer
Dawn Winter-Haines have prepared digital files
for printing by the Waynesboro Record Herald in
Pennsylvania.
GNP editors have included Quinnith Jannsen,
Martha Snyder Byron and Malcolm Ater. Today,
Libby Howard, pre-production editor, does final copy
editing, making GNP grammatical errors rarities. The
writers have been legion, but senior by far is Claire
Stuart. The paper has been blessed with dozens of
writers, artists, and poets. Speaking of poets, Peggy
Gordon has recently taken over for Ed Zahniser as
poetry editor.

Melinda Schmitt, senior designer, and Libby Howard, editor

G.T. Schramm, Shepherdstown Ministerial Association

Stephen Altman, editor

Wendy Mopsik, writer, and her husband, Stan

Logistics, Deliveries, Donors, Transition

For 20 years, Kathy Reid has been the paper’s
mailing and billing administrator on loan from
Shepherdstown Presbyterian Church. The webmaster
is Anna Taylor McGrath of Cardinal Creative Agency.
Lex Miller handled bulk deliveries for 10 years. Last
but not least, many, many financial contributors have
kept the “free” in “Free but not Cheap.” Few know
that the paper has a substantial individual mailing list,
including international readers.
Over these 40 years I had a knack for finding
talented people and giving them a platform to
share their talents—informative, edifying, engaging
and inspirational—for our community’s benefit.
Thank you for keeping a good thing going for
so long.
My latest find was Steve Altman. Like
me, Steve thought he was just passing through
Shepherdstown when a certain mantle fell upon his
shoulders. Ed Zahniser and I are glad and grateful
he accepted the role of editor two years ago. I
would thank him, but then he couldn’t claim it’s
a thankless job!
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Ushi Nottnagel, co-founder Ed Zahniser, Chris Duewel, Yvonne Fisher, Barbara Kaplan, and Gene Bayer
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Claire Stuart, writer

Anna McGrath, webmaster, and her husband, Paul,
and baby, Daisy

Carol Marujo, writer

Hannah Cohen, writer

Jade Tremba, Mary Anne Hitt, and Than Hitt

Lynn Coddington, Melinda Schmitt, designer, and
Pat Hamilton, writer

Some of the crowd at the 40th anniversary celebration

Randy Tremba signs books at the 40th anniversary celebration.

PHOTOS BY MELINDA SCHMITT AND STEPHEN ALTMAN

Barbara Cupp and Nathan Cupp, who frequently write as a team
under the name NB Cupp
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POETRY

Gabrielle Hersey

“Growing Up Rural” and Other Poems
An Email to a Lover

Growing Up Rural

From: Blackbird
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2011 5:20:10 AM
To: Warbler
Subject: Re: Feelings

Growing up Rural
means passing the craggy
remains and burnt out husks of dilapidated
barns and abandoned houses
on the way to school every morning.

My Dearest Warbler,
I watch you as I type this.
Not in the creepy way you hate, I promise.
Like, in forty minutes, I’ve got to leave for work, but
I’m letting you sleep in because you had a rough day.
Your mouth is open in that way it always is when you sleep.
A soft snore wafts your horrible morning breath into my face.
You really need to stop eating right before bed.
Our life together is perfect to me—
even though I know it isn’t.
I don’t think you could get any more beautiful.
Even though you’re drooling on my favorite pillow.
Valuable memories of our love story cross my mind at least twice a day.
I wish I could say some of these things out loud.
But even here, in the predawn silence of our bedroom, I
can barely make my fingers type them out.
But here goes…
Every time I look at you, I remember that I was so alone before I met you.
Then you took my hand and I fell so hard,
never once regretting the day you caught me.
Well, really, I landed on you, but we don’t talk about that.
You’re my rock, and we’ve overcome so much—
The eating disorder and anxiety.
The times when both of us had those moments of terrible judgment
and decided we’d rather have someone else, yet
in this moment, I can’t imagine a time when we aren’t together.
I know it’s cheesy, you don’t have to make that face.
Of course, you know we decided that this was the best way to work through
our issues with one another.
But this morning all I feel is love for you, and I just want to write it all out.
Don’t you dare laugh, or I’ll make you sleep on the couch tonight.

Growing up Rural
is knowing the difference
between chicken manure and cow manure
spread on pastures and hayfields
before you learn algebra.
Growing up Rural
shows in the ways you:
know the smell of dead things,
approach animals,
or use caution when spending money.
Growing up Rural
causes you to repeat what your parents say,
but when you interact with
your gay friends,
your black friends,
your disabled friends,
you treat them like you would anyone else.

On Character Development
he was everything to me,
and she was my world,
they all were,
once
now
they’re just scribbled out lines
on pieces of forgotten
yellowed paper
and these words in my head
are the screams
of my past voice
full of terror and self-hate

P.S. Pick up some milk when you go to the store.
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Fearlessly and Forever yours,
Blackbird

Gabrielle Hersey is an assistant to Hope Maxwell
Snyder, Shepherd University poet in residence. At
Shepherd she earned a bachelor of arts in English
with minors in gender and women’s studies and in
communications and new media. She has presented at
literary conferences, poetry festivals, and writing
workshops. Her most recent published work, under
the pen name E.Z. Chase, appeared in Sans Merci.
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The Shepherd Legacy
Connecting the Dots
Marc Briod

PHOTOS COURTESY JIM SURKAMP
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n 1784, Rezin Davis Shepherd was
born into the rarefied atmosphere of
his ancestral home. Fifty years earlier, his grandfather Thomas Shepherd
had secured a land grant from the Sixth
Lord Fairfax of Cameron and founded the
town that eventually bore the Shepherd
family name.
In 1762, Thomas Shepherd’s thriving
community had been formally incorporated by the Virginia Assembly. Shepherd
had named it Mecklenburg in honor of
Queen Charlotte of Mecklenburg, King
George’s newly crowned German wife.
This was a shrewd decision, given the
many ambitious continental expats who
were seeking a welcoming community
beyond the coastal confines of the midAtlantic. Thomas Shepherd correctly
reckoned that the German name would
attract buyers with strong cultural ties to
mainland Europe.
Situated near Pack Horse Ford on the
Potomac River, Mecklenburg was well
positioned to receive new arrivals. Within
a few short years, numerous Germans,
Dutch, Scots, and other folks became
active contributors to this flourishing
community. Among them were artisans,
craftsmen, merchants, teachers, and
diverse adventurers with plenty of grit
and determination. Most preferred to
settle and work in a bustling town rather
than out in the country.
Thomas Shepherd’s wife, Elizabeth
Van Metre, was the daughter of a trusted
Indian trader. By the early 1760s, the
French and Indian Wars had ended,
though lingering threats remained in
the minds of prospective buyers. So the
Shepherd fort—a stockade fence that
included some or all of the Shepherd
house—was offered as a refuge for
townspeople who feared the possibility
of Indian raids. But that protection was
never needed, thanks in large part to the
peaceful trading ties between Elizabeth’s
father and the Delaware Indians.
Thomas died in the summer of
1776, shortly before the signing of the
Declaration of Independence. The previous July, his youngest son, Abraham
Shepherd, joined the “Bee Line March”
to Boston. It was the beginning of the

Rezin Davis Shepherd, ca. 1850

McMurran clock tower

Revolutionary War, and volunteer riflemen from Shepherdstown responded with
patriotic fervor to General Washington’s
call to arms. In November 1776, he took
command of a large regiment when his
superior officers were wounded at Fort
Washington on the Hudson River. He led
a desperate effort to defend the fort, but
his troops were overwhelmed and forced
to surrender. Most were taken captive
and thrown on a prison ship, where
dozens died of starvation and disease.
But Abraham, now a captain, was spared
a similar fate under an officer exchange
program. He was granted parole after
agreeing to return home for the peaceable
purpose of governing his father’s town.
For nearly 20 years, Abraham
Shepherd was a virtual feudal lord. He
owned all unsold and unwilled properties,
collected nominal rents and fees, and
adjudicated disputes. In 1793, the town
was granted a new charter by the Virginia
Assembly. Abraham was elected president
of the Court of Trustees, thus becoming
the first mayor of the town. In 1797, the
community was renamed “Shepherds
Town” in honor of his deceased father.
Abraham Shepherd died in 1822.
But he and his wife, Eleanor, lived
long enough to follow the meteoric rise
of their son, Rezin Davis Shepherd,

who became an astute sugar trader and
philanthropic businessman based in New
Orleans and a generous benefactor of his
beloved Shepherdstown.
Rezin grew up in a family stone
house that probably stood near the northeast corner of German and King Streets.
The house meant the world to him as it
was the site of his birth and that of his
younger brother, James Hervey Shepherd.
Today, two tall obelisk gravestones stand
high in the Shepherd Family Cemetery
on West New Street, as if peering down
on the auspicious birthplace below. What
inspirational stories those boys must have
heard during childhood about their heroic
parents and grandparents!
When only a teenager, Rezin left
town to work for a shipping company
in Baltimore. Soon thereafter he took
over its operations in Louisiana. With his
brother’s help, he secured a substantial
profit for the company. Eventually Rezin
became one of the wealthiest citizens in
the city of New Orleans.
But the prodigal son was always
drawn back to the town of his youth. He
bankrolled several building projects in
and around Shepherdstown, most notably
McMurran Hall and Trinity Episcopal
Church. He gifted the town with a large
clock delivered from Boston and had

it installed above the old Episcopal
church in 1841, after Trinity was built.
Following a brief dispute between the
Town Council and Trinity’s vestry, the
splendid mechanical timepiece was
moved to its current position atop the
newly constructed McMurran Hall. Since
then, it has sounded the hours from its
prominent position in the center of town.
Rezin’s wife, Lucy Taylor Gorham
of Barnstable, Massachusetts, died
when their only child, Ellen, was 5
years old. For a time, Rezin lived in
Boston in order to oversee his daughter’s
education. Eventually, he retired to his
expansive Wild Goose Farm on Shepherd
Grade and died there in 1865, leaving a
large estate to Ellen and her two sons,
Shepherd and Peter Brooks, of Medford,
Massachusetts.
In 1871, Shepherd Brooks came into
sole possession of that iconic property
bordered by stone walls along German
and King Streets and enlivened by the
dancing waters of Town Run. It includes
the colonnaded building—the one with
the great clock perched on top—that his
grandfather had intended to be a town
hall. When asked later to consider its
use as “a classical and scientific school,”
Brooks stipulated that it be governed by a
“self-perpetuating board of trustees” and
leased for “whatever purpose they deem
best” in the interest of Shepherdstown.
Thus began the story of McMurran Hall,
named in honor of Joseph McMurran,
the school principal. It functioned as a
makeshift Civil War hospital and county
courthouse before becoming the core of
Shepherd State Teachers College and,
more recently, Shepherd University.
If you visit the Shepherd Brooks
Estate in Medford, Massachusetts
(online or in person), note its connection with Shepherd University. Both
places are family legacies, owing to
Rezin Davis Shepherd and his grandson,
Shepherd Brooks.
Marc Briod is professor emeritus of
education, Oakland University, Michigan.
He resides in Shepherdstown with his
wife, Judith.
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Potomac Country
An Interview With James Rice
Mark Madison

J

getting a crop in there. Yet this part of the Potomac
remained a key resource center. So people from
below the fall line would still come up here for
mineral deposits, hunting, and fishing.

ames Rice is a professor and chair of the
History Department at Tufts University.
He recently visited Shepherdstown to discuss his book Nature and History in the Potomac
Country: From Hunter-Gatherers to the Age of
Jefferson. We asked him a few questions about
our neighboring river.

Madison: How did the 1607 founding of
Jamestown change things?
Rice: I think people tend to confuse the end of
the story with the story itself. There were few
Englishmen in the first decades after Jamestown.
For a very long time, until about 1640, Native
Americans outnumbered Europeans in Virginia.
And that was true even longer in Maryland and
the Potomac Valley. By the 1650s, there were
only a handful more English settlers in the colony
of Maryland than had landed in 1634, less than
200 or so. Not exactly an existential threat to
7,000 Native peoples organized into chieftains in
Maryland at that time.

Mark Madison: Tell us how you came to write
this book?
James Rice: I began with the question Why did
Europeans wait until the 1730s to move to this
area in significant numbers? And then it just
occurred to me: Why would it be the 1730s and
not the 1630s? Maryland was founded in the
1630s, Virginia in 1607. I had lived for a long
time in this region, and I knew that corn grows
well here, the fishing is good, and the hunting is
good. So why would the English hesitate to move
into the interior?

Madison: How did Native peoples and the English
understand boundaries?

The short answer was there were Native people
who had some say in this, and the interior above
the fall line, above today’s Washington, D.C.,
while much used and much traveled, was not
home to many year-round Native settlements. The
reason was that during the summertime months
this was a crossfire zone; this was not a safe place
to situate a village. And that was true for English
settlers as well as for Native people.
I started reading archaeological reports, looking
at who lived where and when and why. I asked,
What does the archaeological evidence have in
common with historical documents? What can
archaeological evidence have in common with government reports sent back to London in the 1760s? And the
answer was that all of these could tell us the ways in
which people lived on the land. It could be the framework for an environmental history of Potomac country.
Madison: What was the Native life like along the
Potomac before 1607?
Rice: The book really gets going in a serious way in
about 700 CE, with hunter-gatherer societies that are
really complex. Starting in about 800 CE, you get the
infiltration of maize, and people started to experiment
with it. At first, cultivated plants—particularly maize,
beans, and squash—were used to diversify Native
economies in this region, not to simplify them. Because
these three varieties of crops are calorie rich, they can
help grow a population pretty substantially.
A larger population is a stronger population, economically and militarily. So by about 1300, many of the
Native peoples in the Chesapeake Bay region, and
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Rice: English settlers were very interested in the
outer boundaries, and surveying those outer boundaries correctly. They and their governments went
to great lengths to get those lines exactly right,
pursuing lawsuits for decades over boundary lines.
Whereas in an adjoining Native town, people were
more concerned about the centers. They were more
concerned about the center of Native life. What is
my fishing place? Where do people from my kin
group gather roots or hunt?
Madison: What changes after the 1650s?
especially the Potomac basin, had reached the point
where they were no longer societies with some agriculture, but were agricultural societies.
Then in the 1300s, there was a major climactic shift
known as the Little Ice Age. Subsequently, in many
places where people had committed to agriculture, the
growing season grew short enough that it created food
insecurity, and people started to migrate. These migrants
started to look for new village locations, and often they
looked to this region, where again, corn grows great and
the fishing and hunting is good.
But these village locations were already taken.
Therefore, this great movement of people, roughly to
the south or downhill from the 14th century through
the 16th century, led to intensifying competition for
prime village locations, which often meant no one
got to live there. By the end of the 16th century, there
were a few permanent year-round villages above the
fall line. It became a vast buffer zone, a no man’s land.
Native peoples did travel there but could not count on

Rice: Environmental factors figure in here as well.
The shock troops for the English are pigs, horses, and
cattle, which roam in the woods. If an English farmstead was within a couple of miles of a Native village
surrounded by cornfields, soon these animals were
going to learn to walk right past the tree crops and go
straight to the cornfield.
These English animals led to strife, the raising of
settler militias, and eventually the destruction of many
Native villages. Simultaneously, dreadful diseases
attacked these communities and they started to get
a series of epidemics; small pox erupted, malaria
became endemic, and influenza became more prevalent
in Native settlements. The effects of new wars and
disease greatly weakened the Native villages and eventually they were displaced.
Mark Madison, historian of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, makes his livelihood near the Potomac 1,300
years after the Native Americans worked there.
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Nowhere Else on Earth: A Fish Story
Ed Zahniser

Z

The sculpin

PHOTOS BY KARMANN KESSLER, COURTESY USGS

achary “Zach” Kelly is a lifetime resident of
Harpers Ferry, West Virginia. His aquarium
hobby opened doors for him during his Jefferson
High School years when he worked as an intern at the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Leetown (WV) Science
Center. Kelly now studies a small fish there, the checkered sculpin, whose size and status belie its vast story—
past, present, and future.
An “endemic” species (that is, one that exists in
only one geographic region), this freshwater sculpin,
Cottus sp. cf. cognatus, exists nowhere else on earth
but in our Potomac watershed. (In scientific nomenclature, “sp. cf.” indicates an “undescribed species,” as
compared, in this case, with Cottus cognatus, the slimy
sculpin.) The Potomac watershed includes the upper
Potomac River drainage in Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and West Virginia.
Our Appalachian Region stretches south from
southern New York State to northern Alabama,
Mississippi, and Georgia. Its vastness gave rise to differing pronunciations: Southern Appalachians render that
third a as a short vowel. Northern Appalachians make it
a long vowel.
Appalachia’s diversity of life dwarfs such verbal
diversity. It’s among our planet’s most biodiverse
temperate regions, with 6,300 plant species. Tennessee
alone boasts 290 fish species, more than all of Europe.
On the downside, mountain-top removal mining here
has destroyed more than a million acres of earth’s most
biologically diverse temperate forests.
The checkered sculpin confines itself to limestone
springs and runs—that is, small streams. Jefferson
County is karst topography—underlain by erodible
limestone geology. Our subsurface aquifer is porous and
permeable. It bears, stores, and moves water.
Fish scientists concur that this freshwater sculpin
is a distinct species and deserves special species
status protection. Studies like those of Zach Kelly and
Shepherdstown’s Nathaniel “Than” Hitt, a fisheries
biologist at the Leetown USGS, will help determine
that status.
“I took the aquaculture course at Jefferson High
School in my freshman year,” Kelly says, “which developed and expanded my interest in fisheries that began
with my aquarist hobby. Stalking wild fish species in
local streams, working at our local fly shop, and attending the Trout Unlimited Youth Program as a camper, and
later a counselor, reinforced my interest.” The program
taught Kelly about endemic species. Little did he know
he would soon be studying one.
“As a high school junior, I was a service learner
for the aquaculture course at Jefferson,” Kelly says. His
work immediately ballooned because the teacher was on
paternity leave for the first 12 weeks. Kelly supported
the substitute and a student teacher as the class studied
fish and aquatic plants.

Zach Kelly’s childhood aquarist hobby propelled him toward
part-time work as a U.S. Geological Survey science intern
while still in high school. Kelly now works as a technician
researching a local sculpin fish species known nowhere else
in the world but in our Potomac watershed. The laboratory’s
artificial stream that Kelly helped build simulates local
stream temperature conditions from shallow riffles to
upwelling cold springs.

The summer after his junior year, Kelly won an
American Fisheries Society Hutton Youth Scholarship.
This enabled him to work at the USGS Leetown Science
Center, supervised by Hitt. Kelly began by setting up an
experimental stream in the lab.
During his senior year, Kelly completed all required
coursework for graduation in the mornings. “After lunch
I continued to work for Dr. Hitt as an intern at USGS,”
he says. Together they launched a thermal exposure
study to determine the checkered sculpin’s upper
threshold for water temperature. After graduation, Kelly
signed on as a technician there.

Using the experimental stream, Kelly and
Hitt would establish that ambient temperatures of
20°C/68°F for the sculpins suggested “an important
thermal threshold for climate change analysis.” Kelly
and Hitt reported their findings in the co-authored
USGS Factsheet, “Thermal Habitat Selection by
Checkered Sculpin.”
The experiment involved collecting 40 checkered
sculpin from Jefferson County’s Bullskin Run, near
which George Washington once tried to raise buffalo,
or American bison. They tagged the fish with visible
implants of a moldable polymer and monitored them
with GoPro cameras and UV lights.
The lab’s simulated stream features riffles, but only
its downstream riffles have cooler spring water pumped
into them. This creates the thermal refugia—place of
refuge—simulating colder spring waters that well up
throughout our region’s underlying limestone aquifer.
“Study” fish could retreat there when upstream
temperatures were too warm for them. Refugia are
important to salmon and trout too, especially where
streambanks cleared for agriculture or logging expose
a stream to direct sunlight.
“Most folks think of sculpins as a marine fish,”
Hitt says. “Indeed, marine sculpins are relatives to our
freshwater denizens. But these fish have seen ice ages
come and go many times. They withstood the dinosaur
knockout in the Late Cretaceous Period that ended 65.5
million years ago.”
Vast passages of time can produce great changes.
Our Virginia opossum descended from a Late
Cretaceous relative, a species of early mammal just one
inch long. Because opossums co-evolved with native
rattlesnakes and copperheads, the snakes’ bites usually
just make an opossum drowsy. But the venom of nonnative cobras, for example, will kill them.
Such colossal passages of time—with dramatic
fluctuations of sea levels—help explain why Cottus sp.
cf. cognatus is an endemic species in our watershed.
“Most of these fishes have been here for longer
than we can imagine,” Hitt says. “They saw the
dinosaurs come and go. They saw the rise of birds and
even flowering plants. If these ancient, endemic species
suddenly start having trouble, that’s something we need
to pay attention to.”
“The Potomac is home to this fish found nowhere
else on the planet,” Hitt explains, “because Great Falls
prevents all but a few fish species from ascending farther up the river, and this isolation gives room for nature
to do its thing.”
Ed Zahniser, poet laureate of Shepherdstown, is a cofounder of the Good News Paper and member of the
editorial board. His books of prose and poetry are available at Four Seasons Books in Shepherdstown.
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Spring Blooms Eternal

E

veryone seems to know at least
one senior citizen who was leading a productive, meaningful life
until an unfortunate fall changed things.
For an ounce of prevention, local folks
have been participating in a balance class
at Shepherdstown’s Clarion Hotel fitness
center. Instructor Tina Spring, fitness
center and pool manager at the Clarion,
repeatedly stresses “focus and agility”
for a class that is especially designed and
modified for seniors.
Her balance class begins with a
stretching exercise to loosen up participants before more intensive activities.
One stretching exercise has them lining
up against a wall and extending their
arms, while pressing their backs against
the wall in an effort to straighten their
spines. After stretching comes a series
of tai chi–style movements, followed by
what some participants refer to as “the
dreaded cones.” Participants walk around
cones in different configurations while
using color-coded messages to engage

the mind and the body and improve
coordination between the two.
“I do something different with each
class to keep the brain firing,” Spring
explains. She always strives, she says, to
“change things up.” The goal is to prevent folks from becoming bored with a
class that meets twice a week in summer
and three times a week in winter. Spring
says that the balance classes run a halfhour. More time than that, and people
start to lose focus. “Losing focus on what
you’re doing is what causes falls,” Spring
says. “Too often we try to do three things
at one time. Multitasking is doing many
things at once, and none of them well.”
While students walk backward for
half the distance of a basketball court,
Spring reminds them, “Pick up your feet;
lift your head; don’t look down; step out
of your comfort zone.”
Class member Pam Wilmer says she
started taking the class because she had
noticed her balance starting to slip: “It’s
scary to constantly worry about tripping.”

Tina Spring
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Stephen Willingham

The balance class

Wilmer says she also likes getting out
and meeting people. She maintains that
the class strengthens her body core
and contributes to more agility and
confidence in everyday activities. She
has even taught some exercises to her
97-year-old mother. Her mom, Wilmer
says, does hand exercises to boost her
dexterity so that she can continue to feed
and otherwise help care for herself while
in assisted living.
Spring says she started seeing a need
for a balance regimen class in fitness
offerings at the Clarion. Too many people
were missing classes because they’d
fallen. Spring judged that many of them
lacked lower body strength and agility.
According to Wilmer, if someone
misses more than a few sessions without
prior notice, Spring inquires about them
and seeks to find out what’s going on.
“My goal is to keep folks independent
and in their own homes for as long as
possible,” says Spring. This is one of
the reasons she developed a regimen of
free weights that precedes the balance
class, although not everyone in the
balance class uses the free weights, and
it’s not required. A free weight program,
according to Spring, “strengthens the
upper body and also greatly aids in the
maintenance of agility.”
She says that one thing she quickly
learned was to “stop treating folks like
old people.” Working on strengthening
also leads to enhancing agility. A person,
no matter their age, can’t have one without the other, Spring says.
One important skill Spring teaches in
the balance class, though Spring admits
it sounds oxymoronic, is learning to fall
correctly. She encourages folks to try
to land on their rear ends when they go

down, as opposed to falling on their sides,
which often results in broken hips because
people have less side padding. “Women
are always grumbling about their expanding posteriors as they age. I say, learn
to use what has already been provided
you to aid in protecting yourself.” She
recommends that, when necessary, people
use their hands to break a fall. This is preferred even if it results in a broken wrist.
No laughing matter but “much better than
a broken hip,” Spring says. “A broken
wrist is much easier to treat.”
Spring employs a variety of mats for
falling practice: “One type is slicker than
the others, so we use that one to practice
walking on ice and wet leaves, which can
be as tricky and slippery as ice.”
Practice is key, according to Spring.
When a person takes a tumble, there’s no
time to plan a strategy. Assuming a protective response posture must be second
nature to minimize irreparable damage
to bones and joints. Spring adds that it’s
imperative to also practice “getting up
from a down position.”
It’s now been nine years since
Spring added “Got Balance” to the fitness program. Spring developed it from
classes she’s taken herself and from
watching an endless stream of webinars.
Spring hasn’t always been a fitness guru,
though. She started her working life as
an interior designer. Later, to supplement
her income, she started part time at the
Clarion, and “the job simply grew up
around me,” she says. “Teaching is the
best thing I’ve ever done.”
Stephen Willingham recently retired from
teaching senior English at Washington
High School in Charles Town.
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Letting Them Know You’re Out There:
Shepherd Students Use Social Media to Find Their Dream Jobs
Shaunna Redman

COURTESY PIXABAY

“L

ife is a competition,” says strategic communications professor
Matthew Kushin of Shepherd
University. Kushin likes to remind his
students of this as he helps prepare them
to find jobs after graduating.
“When I was in college, social media
was just getting off the ground,” Kushin
says, “so the entire social media industry
was not available to me. But many of the
core skills that were important then are
just as important today: oral communication, written communication, problemsolving abilities, critical thinking,
organizational skills, etcetera. Employers
will always be looking for hard-working,
motivated, and dependable people who
are willing to learn and grow.”
The challenge for job hunters, of
course, is to let employers know they’re
out there. “An online presence can
help people in many fields build their
personal brand and network with professionals already working in the student’s
desired career field,” Kushin says. “It is
especially important in fields where skills
involving digital and social media are
seen as important, such as public relations and marketing.”
A few conversations with people
fresh from the job-hunting scene bears
this out. William Singley, a 22-year-old
Martinsburg resident and graduate of
Shepherd University says, “I got my first
job as a quality control microbiologist
through LinkedIn. I got contacted by a
recruiter through my profile.” Singley
sent the company a cover letter and
résumé and was immediately called in for
an interview and hired.
Nathan Lopez, a 20-year-old from
the Bronx, New York, says, “My parents
and I do live performances as clowns at
private parties and public events. Also—
without the clown outfits and stuff—we
often host events for other people. And
because of that, it’s imperative that we
take advantage of the tools social media
provides. At every event and party we
do, we have to take photos and videos
to have up-to-date samples of what we
offer in terms of sketches, games, and
entertainment for others to see so they’ll
want to hire us.”

“We’re not back in the old days,
where you’d see ads from locals in the
newspaper people read daily,” Lopez
says. “Without social media we wouldn’t
be able to do this sort of work because
the alternative is—what?—paying a load
of money constantly to put up actual ads
on billboards and the like? Social media
epitomizes advertising in today’s world.
It’s a completely free method that’s also
100-percent unrestricted for what we
want to show or how much of it.”
Sidney Williams, a 21-year-old biology student at Shepherd, says, “I have
gotten multiple pet-sitting jobs thanks to
social media. Even today, I’m still getting
requests from pet parents I’ve never
worked with before because of the reputation I’ve built up on social media with
other pet parents. I even got my current
job as a vet tech thanks to LinkedIn.”
“It helped that I had built up
experiences and was able to share them
on my profile,” Williams adds, “but
I think without LinkedIn I wouldn’t
have been considered as quickly.”

She also observes that the page length
restrictions of a standard résumé would
have prevented her from including a
lot of her experience. Williams notes
another benefit of using LinkedIn:
“My employer was able to see people I
worked with before and could reach out
to them easily through the platform for a
recommendation.”
When it comes to creating an online
presence, Professor Kushkin recommends
that students start while they’re in school.
“The opportunities to network are here
now, he says. So waiting until you are
about to graduate may mean losing out on
opportunities that could have helped you
land that dream job.”
People often use the more
popular social media platforms, such as
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, to connect with fellow community members or
professionals, while they use Instagram
to share photos and videos—often ones
they’ve created themselves. But how
important are these platforms to job hunting and professional networking?

Very few workers—less than 20
percent, according to a study by the Pew
Research Center—say they use Facebook
and LinkedIn for work-related purposes.
And less than 5 percent use Twitter and
other platforms for work-related purposes, even if the employer provides the
social media tool.
But of those who do use social
media for work, the Pew study reports,
about 75 percent say it’s been beneficial
for networking, finding new job opportunities, and contacting others in their field.
Just how much use a given job
hunter will make of today’s social media
platforms depends on the job hunter and
the field he or she hopes to explore. But
if, as Kushin says, life is a competition,
then social media can help you compete.
Shaunna Redman is a senior in communications at Shepherd University, where
she is managing editor of The Picket.
This is her first time writing for the Good
News Paper.
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Asbury United Methodist Church

4257 Kearneysville Pike
Dr. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-3112
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Breakfast: 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Family Night Bible Study: Wednesdays, 6:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m.
Monthly Prayer Service: 3rd Thursday
info@4pillarchurch.org
www.4pillarchurch.org

New Street United Methodist
Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-2362
Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Youth Faith Class: 10:00 a.m.
nsumc@frontiernet.net
www.newstreetumc.com

Christ Reformed,
United Church of Christ

304 East German Street
Rev. Gayle Bach-Watson
bachwats@comcast.net
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
www.christreformedshepherdstown.org

St. Agnes Catholic Parish
106 South Duke Street
Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: (304) 876-6436
Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.
www.StAgnesShepherdstown.org

Shepherdstown Presbyterian

100 W. Washington Street
Telephone: (304) 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.shepherdstownpresbyterian.org

St. John’s Baptist

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)

Shepherdstown Monthly Meeting
for Worship and First Day School
Sundays at 10:00 a.m.
Shepherdstown Railroad Station,
Audrey Egle Drive
Contact Clerk, Neal Peterson, (304) 584-3126,
rnealpeterson@gmail.com
http://shepherdstownfriends.org

West German Street
Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: (304) 876-3856
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Trinity Episcopal

Corner of Church & German Streets
The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Frank Coe, Priest Associate
Telephone: (304) 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
www.trinityshepherdstown.org

St. Peter’s Lutheran

King & High Streets
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
(located in gray house adjacent church)
www.Shepherdstownlutheranparish.org

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla
Rt. 230 Uvilla
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 9:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
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The Rumseian Experiment

Shepherdstown’s Place in Maritime History

T

he James Rumsey steamboat replica, also known as the Rumseian Experiment,
is one of the Historic Shepherdstown Museum’s best-loved displays. The
Rumseian Society, a group of local craftsmen, built and launched the replica on the
Potomac in 1987 to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the launching of Rumsey’s
original steamboat at Shepherdstown. The Rumseians tinkered with it for more than
20 years, putting it on the river quite a few times. But the replica was difficult to
launch and difficult to run. In 2009, they decided to make one last run on the water,
this time on the Hudson River, for the bicentennial of Robert Fulton’s steamboat.
They put the boat and its trailer on the back of a truck and drove it to New York.
They reported that the steamboat’s performance on the Hudson was more ceremonial than impressive, meaning that it went at its usual 4 knots, while the river was
running at 7 knots. Like the original, it ran but was somewhat less than perfect.
In 2015, the Rumseians presented the Experiment to the museum for long-term
preservation, though they remain involved in its care and upkeep. The steamboat doesn’t make water journeys anymore, but it can be seen each year in the
Shepherdstown July 4 parade.
This year, the Experiment was invited to participate in National Maritime Day
in Baltimore, marking the 200th anniversary of the first crossing of the Atlantic by a

Rumseian Society members aboard the Experiment

mostly steam-powered boat, the Savannah, in 1819. The Experiment couldn’t make it
to Baltimore, but Rumseian Society member Nick Blanton was there to talk about the
early days of steam-powered boats. The ceremony took place on the deck of the original Savannah’s namesake, the NS (Nuclear Ship) Savannah, the only nuclear-powered
cargo ship ever built. For a variety of reasons, nuclear-powered cargo ships never
caught on. Like the Experiment, the NS Savannah is now a museum piece.

Nick Blanton and Vicki Smith, who prepared this historical note, are members of the Historic Shepherdstown Museum Committee.
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Top 100 Retailer of
American Craft
121 E. German Street
P.O. Box 1273
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Debbie Dickinson
Meredith Wait

Meet the Author!

Randall Tremba will sign
copies of his essay collection,
Let Love Arise.
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Four Seasons Books
114 W. German Street
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
Saturday, Oct. 5, 2019
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TREE QUESTIONS?
Contact a certied arborist.
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304-876-3104
www.trees101.net

Schmitt Construction Company

James A. Schmitt
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Education | Consulting | Tree Care
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Call 304-876-6466

304-876-6907

205 E. Washington Street • RFD#2, Box 833
(Rt. 230 E. and Railroad Crossing)
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Join Us for a
Taste of Britain
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• Fish and Chips • Bangers and Mash
• Cottage Pie
• Various Pasties
And Don’t Forget Afternoon Tea!

304 876 9277

Devonshire Arms
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&
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107 South Princess Street • Shepherdstown • 25443
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FREE
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Johnny Thompson and his ’36 Ford pickup
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SEE ARTWORKS IN COLOR!
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FACEBOOK!

Artist Tim Wohleber and his two boys, Elan and Liam
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